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A heartfelt, profusely illustrated discussion of their history and meaning gives a new appreciation of trees™ special place in our lives. Travel the world to observe how a multitude of cultures have formed enduring bonds with trees, believing them possessed of a âœlife force.â • Find out which are âœcosmic,â • âœhome to the gods,â • symbolize ancestral roots, or represent fertility. Your commitment to their preservation will deepen and grow. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Sleepers awake! Those whose minds have been benumbed by modern civilization need to awaken and grasp the Important fact that trees play an integral part in our life. Mr. Altman brings such issues into clear and sharp focus. Consider how much trees have shaped our civilization, how much it is part of our daily life, how much trees contribute to our quality of life, Fall on your knees and thank the Creator for such a gift.! Clearly humans too are an integral part of nature and this book clearly highlights this fact. This book and his other book "Sacred Water" make ideal companion volumes and could be read sucessively and then a true panoramic view of the gifts of nature can be gleaned, This is definitely worth buying and reading numerous times.

Wonderful, wonderful. Many perspectives on why trees are so special and precious to us.....highly recommended ! If you love trees and want to read more than just the scientific mumbo jumbo about
trees, read this !!! It will feel good to read it, and make your heart happy !

This is one of the finest documentations of the many legends and beliefs about trees that's been published. It is a must read for all who love and respect our environment.

This lovely book has helped me understand things about the natural world that I've been curious about for some time. I purchased it as a research tool for the novel I'm writing, but I've gained so much from it that it will be useful to me in other areas as well. The writing is accessible without being overly simplistic. It is lyrical and pulls you directly into the subject matter.
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